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Abstract

The extrapolation of track parameters and their associ-
ated covariance matrices to arbitrarily oriented surfaces of
different types inside a non-uniform magnetic field is a fun-
damental element of any tracking software. It has to take
multiple scattering and energy loss effects along the prop-
agated trajectories into account. A good performance in
respect of computing time consumption is crucial due to
hit and track multiplicity in high luminosity events at the
LHC and the small time window of the ATLAS high level
trigger. Therefore stable and fast algorithms for the trans-
port of the track parameters and their associated covariance
matrices in specific representations to different surfaces in
the detector are required. The recently developed track ex-
trapolation package inside the new ATLAS offline tracking
software is presented in this document.

INTRODUCTION

During the recent redesign of the ATLAS offline recon-
struction software, a new track extrapolation package has
been developed within the C++ based software framework
ATHENA [1]. The transportation of track parameters and
their associated covariance matrices to a given detector sur-
face is a fundamental and frequently performed process in
most track fitting algorithms. In general, the extrapolation
process can be divided into two parts. The first step is the
geometrical transport of the track parameters respectively
covariance matrices to given surfaces and will be in the fol-
lowing referred to as propagation, Fig. 1 shows a simplified
illustration of such a propagation. The second procedure is
the update of the propagated parameters and errors, taking
multiple Coulomb scattering and energy loss effects dur-
ing the propagation process into account. This note covers
mainly the first part of the extrapolation process.

THE EXTRAPOLATION PACKAGE
DESIGN

The extrapolation package is fully integrated into the
ATHENA framework and based on the recently developed
ATLAS Event Data Model (EDM) with its associated com-
mon tracking algorithms and data classes [2]. The main in-
gredients of the extrapolation package are AlgTool classes
that inherit from the GAUDI [3] AlgTool interface class.
AlgTools are managed by a central GAUDI service and can
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the transportation of
track parameters and their associated errors from Surface
A to Surface B. The track parameters on surface

�
are il-

lustrated by a local position ��� and its error ellipse, such
as a momentum vector ��� and a cone representing the error
on the momentum direction. The error on the magnitude of
the momentum is omitted in this illustration.

be retrieved from this service at any point in the program
flow.

The steering of the propagation setup, including the
setup of the magnetic field, the propagation algorithm and
surface finding logics is done by dedicated python classes.

The extrapolation process can be driven in two differ-
ent modes, a preconfigured and an unconfigured mode. In
the preconfigured mode, the underlying propagation setup
(type of propagation, magnetic field setup) is fully deter-
mined at startup of the program and should be used for ex-
pectable situations in the program flow.

The unconfigured mode is characterized by the fact that
the Propagator AlgTool itself is passed to the Extrapolator
AlgTool, following a strategy pattern design. This allows
an optimization of the extrapolation process by dynami-
cally choosing the propagation algorithms depending on
the situation specific parameters, such as the magnetic field,
an estimated propagation distance or even starting track pa-
rameters characteristics. Various instances of Extrapolator
AlgTools in different configurations can be used in parallel.

Design Principles

The following design principles have been respected dur-
ing the implementation of the ATLAS tracking EDM:

� Lazy Initialization: A major design pattern for all data
classes in the new ATLAS tracking realm has been the
concept of lazy initialization, i.e. that quantities (im-



plemented as private member variables) are calculated
only when they are first used or requested by a public
method. This requires private members to be imple-
mented as mutable pointers, that are at instantiation
time of the object initialized to be NULL. Once a pri-
vate member has been instantiated (by using the �����

operator), it would be cached and not recalculated re-
spectively reinstantiated at the time of a future use.

� No modifications of instances allowed: In general,
data classes do not allow modifications on their pri-
vate members from outside once they are instantiated.
Explicitly there are no set methods for private mem-
bers of the class implemented, to avoid conflicts with
the concept of lazy initialization. A modified object
has to be instantiated as a new object.

� No isValid() methods: Algorithms and AlgTools re-
turn created objects as pointers to new objects. If the
performed operation has not been successful, a NULL
pointer is returned instead. E.g. a propagation to a sur-
face that can not be hit for geometrical reasons would
return a NULL pointer.

The extensive use of the ����� operator might cause an
increase of memory allocation time, a future use of the
DataPool memory allocation algorithms inside the ATLAS
StoreGate Data Model [4] is planned for optimization.

Extrapolation and Propagation AlgTools

During the extrapolation process, the Extrapolator Al-
gTool acts as the central steering module: it receives the
input object of type Track or TrackParameters, together
with a destination surface to propagate to. The geometrical
propagation is delegated by the Extrapolator AlgTool to the
Propagator AlgTool. In addition the Extrapolator AlgTool
is responsible for collecting magnetic field and surface in-
formation from the appropriate services. The update of the
track parameters respectively covariances taking multiple
scattering and energy loss into account has to be done after
the propagation, the associated tools providing the infor-
mation to the Extrapolator AlgTool are currently in devel-
opment.

Surfaces and Track Representations on Surfaces

A new common geometry description usable for tracking
algorithms has been developed and integrated in the new
tracking software. Surface classes have been designed to
handle both, the representation of actual detector elements
such as described by the ATLAS detector description Ge-
oModel, and the possibility to instantiate virtual tracking
surfaces, such as an imaginary cylinder covering the In-
ner Detector volume. Five different concrete surface im-
plementations exist respecting surface types with different
local frame definitions, see Fig. 3. In case a surface owns a
pointer to an existing detector element in the detector store,
the entire geometrical information, i.e. the position, the
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Figure 2: Overview of the extrapolation process: the input
is a given start set of track parameters and a destination sur-
face, the output is a pointer to a new instance of type Track-
Parameters or a NULL pointer in case of an unsuccessful
propagation. The propagation AlgTools can be regarded
as an input parameter as well in case of the extrapolation
AlgTool being driven in an unconfigured setup.

orientation and the boundaries, are directly taken from this
source and passed through by the surface class. In this case
the surface acts as a light-weighted wrapper around the de-
tector element to interface it with tracking algorithms and
data classes.

The representation of a track on a specific surface can
be done by a set of five track parameters. In the ATLAS
EDM these five parameters are the two local coordinates
of the surface and a global momentum representation. For
each different surface type there is a dedicated type of lo-
cal track parameters implemented. Respecting the require-
ments given by the geometry of the ATLAS tracking de-
tectors, only three track parameters types exist in both a
measured and an unmeasured flavor. Figure 4 gives an
overview of the inheritance structure for the track parame-
ters classes.

Surface

# m_center : GlobalPosition*

# m_transform : HepTransform3D*

# m_associatedDetElement : TrkDetElementBase*

+ localToGlobal(lp : LocalPosition&) : GlobalPosition*

+ globalToLocal(gp : GlobalPosition&) : LocalPosition*

 isOnSurface()(gp : GlobalPosition&) : bool

+ positionOnSurface(gp : GlobalPosition&) : LocalPosition*

PlaneSurfacePerigeeSurface StraightLineSurfaceCylinderSurface DiscSurface

+

Figure 3: Simplified UML diagram of the tracking detec-
tor description in the new ATLAS Event Data Model. All
different surface types inherit form a Surface base class and
are characterized by a specific local frame. Each child class
implements the transformations between local and global
coordinates respecting the internal local frame definition.
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# m_parameters : HepVector

# m_position : GlobalPosition*

# m_momentum : GlobalMomentum*

# m_charge : double

# m_associatedSurface : Surface*

+ parameters() : HepVector&
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# m_errormatrix : ErrorMatrix*

# m_measurementFrame : HepTransform3D*
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Figure 4: Simplified UML diagram of the track parameter
classes in the new ATLAS Event Data Model. For each
existing surface type exists an associated TrackParameters
class. Measured track parameters exist for PlaneSurface,
StraightLineSurface and for the Perigee representation.

THE PROPAGATION PROCESS

The propagation process can be divided into the trans-
port of the five track parameters to the local frame of the
destination surface and the propagation of the associated
covariance matrix.

Propagation of Track Parameters

The ATLAS track extrapolation package contains three
Propagator AlgTools with different underlying track mod-
els, see Tab. 1. The propagation of track parameters to any
arbitrarily oriented surface can be solved fully analytically
only in case of a straight line track model. For a helical
track model, the propagation of track parameters to an ar-
bitrarily oriented planar, cylindrical or line-like surface re-
quires an iterative approach. In the current implementation
about three to four iteration steps have to be taken to find a
converged solution within the required precision.

The different track models are implemented as a line and
a helix class inheriting from a common base class. These
classes are used by the StraightLinePropagator respectively
the HelixPropagator. The RungeKuttaPropagator uses an
internal representation and approximates the propagation
by step-wise helical track segments.

Propagation of Covariance Matrices

Assuming a linear or a helical track model the propa-
gation of the covariance matrice to a given surface can be

Table 1: Propagation AlgTools
Propagation AlgTool Track Model
StraightLinePropagator straight line
HelixPropagator helical
RungeKuttaPropagator stepwise helical

done analytically. The errors given in the local frame that is
attached to the starting surface have to be first transformed
into a representation in the so-called curvilinear frame. The
curvilinear frame is a right-handed coordinate system that
follows the trajectory and is mainly characterized by the
fact that the plane constructed by the first two coordinate
axes is perpendicular to the track direction. Given a track
parameter with global position

�
� and momentum

�
� the axis

unit vectors
� ���� ���� ��	� of the curvilinear frame can be con-

structed as
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where
� is the vector of the global  axis.

Let � � denote the � � � covariance matrix at the starting
surface, and � ��� � the Jacobian ensuring the transformation
between the coordinates of the local frame and the initial
curvilinear frame. The covariance matrix � � in the initial
curvilinear frame can then be expressed by

� � 
 ������ ��� � � � � ��� ��� (2)

The Jacobian � ��� � � �"! � for the transportation of the covari-
ance matrix between two curvilinear frames is in case of a
linear or helical track model only dependent on the track
length

!
and the orientations of the two curvilinear frames.

Therefore the covariance matrix � � in the target curvilinear
frame can be written as

�#� 
 � ��$� � � � � � � � ��� � ��� (3)

Transforming the covariance matrix from the end curvilin-
ear frame to the local frame of the destination surface by
using an appropriate transformation then yields the trans-
ported covariance matrix �#� in the local representation.

The propagation AlgTools in the ATLAS track extrap-
olation package are also capable of performing a numeri-
cally estimation of the propagated covariance matrix: may�&%�' � � �(
 �&%*) � � � %,+ � � � %*- � � � %*. � � � %*/ � � � %�0 � � � be a set of five
track parameters on an initial surface and

�&12' �
a set of

five chosen numerical values. The Jacobian respecting the
transformation between the initial surface and the destina-
tion surface can then be calculated by performing six inde-
pendent propagations to the destination surface. Let

% ' � �
denote the set of propagated track parameters and conse-
quently

% ' � � � 3 the set of propagated track parameters when
the initial track parameter

% 3 � � has been corrected by the
value

1 3 . The coefficients 45� ��� 6&7 ' � 398 of the Jacobian de-
scribing the transformation between the initial and the des-



tination surface then can be expressed as

4 � ��� 6"7 ' � 3 8 
 % ' � � � 3 � % ' � �1 3 � (4)

and the covariance matrix � � at the destination surface can
straight-forwardly be written as

� � 
 � ���� � � � � � ��� � (5)
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Figure 5: The construction of the curvilinear frame for a
measurement on a straw or tube-like surface. This involves
the estimation of the measurement plane first in which the
error of the measurement is given. The transformation of
the covariance matrix given in the measurement plane to
the curvilinear frame can then be handled exactly as a trans-
formation of a measurement on a planar surface to the cor-
responding curvilinear frame.

VISUALIZATION

A visualization of the tracking detector description, the
helix class and the common track class has been enabled
by embedded converters for the HepVis Event Viewer of
the ATLAS detector description package GeoModel. The
HepVis Event Viewer is based on the open source 3D mod-
elling toolkit Open Inventor [5]. A screen shot of a visual-
ized propagation process can be seen in Fig. 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The ATLAS track extrapolation package has been exten-
sively tested by reconstructing tracks from simulated and
collected data of the ATLAS Combined Testbeam 2004.
The tracks have been produced either a global �

-
fitter or

by using a Kalman fitter formalism [6]. During both pro-
cesses the extrapolation package has been used. Figure 7
shows an example plot of a track residual for one of the
installed pixel modules.

Figure 6: Snapshot of a sample propagation to an arbitrarily
oriented plane using the HelixPropagator AlgTool and the
HepVis Event viewer of the ATLAS detector description
package GeoModel.
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for the fourth pixel module installed in the ATLAS Com-
bined Testbeam 2004.
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